
What matters the most in a text is what goes on beneath the surface. 

Margaret Atwood, the author behind the book “The Handmaid's Tale” intertwines a deeper 
meaning into her novella to compliment the anti hero and protagonist struggles in an 
totalitarian, theocratic society. This deeper meaning permeates throughout the book, and is 
something that many critics argue is not only a focal point of the genre but a defining point of 
this novel. Atwood uses three major ideas to convey the way control is represented 
throughout the book, being; control through fear, control through sexuality and control 
through thought. This idea of control has come under increased scrutiny within twenty-first 
century society, with real life comparisons being drawn to modern socialist republics and 
totalitarian regimes. These themes of control combine in the book, and allow the reader to 
relate to The Handmaids Tale on a much more intimate level.  

 
	
“Control is a powerful stimulant.” The ideas which matter the most within a text do not lie beneath 
the surface, but instead are laced throughout the whole text in order to make the readers think about 
the writer's intention. The main idea throughout “The Handmaid’s Tale” is control and Margaret 
Atwood created this novel to serve as a warning for the readers. “I didn’t put anything into the book 
that has not happened sometime, somewhere. Or wasn’t happening then and isn’t happening now.” 
We can see that she has felt a personal connection with some of the events that have taken place, and 
she wants to share the pain women in the past have gone through.Through the preeminent ideas of 
control through fear, control through sexuality and control through thought. These ideas enable us to 
not be complacent and we need to be willing to stand up and fight for our beliefs.  
 
	
“There is more than one kind of freedom, freedom to and freedom from… don't underrate it.” Control 
is seen in every aspect of the text ‘The Handmaid's tale’ by Margaret Atwood. This idea of control is 
not hidden beneath the surface, but instead can be seen in every character, setting and throughout the 
whole plot of novel. Atwood displays the idea of control through fear, sexuality and thought. While 
Atwood does use techniques that are beneath the surface, such as allusions, symbolism and irony, 
these techniques are not the most important aspect of the novel as they do not present the author's 
purpose. 
 
	
“The stains on the mattress.  Like dried flower petals. Old love; there’s no other kind of love 
in this room now.” The author of acclaimed speculative fiction novel Handmaid’s Tale, 
Margaret Atwood, addresses important ideas throughout the text using beneath the surface 
techniques such as allusions, symbolism, and irony to bring light to these. Atwood’s intention 
of presenting a totalitarian state is achieved through clever and subtle referencing to 
sophisticated academic terminology. Although broader ideas are shown to the reader within 
the novel, the deeper level imagery can be seen through the use of underlying examples, like 
that of biblical references, floral symbolism, and ironic comparisons. Offred is a vessel for 
these, and Atwood uses her continuously within the text for this purpose.  
  
 
	
In literature does it really matter what goes on beneath the surface? The Handmaid's Tale is 
clear example of a text where what matters most is presented in an overt and all telling way 
through the prevailing idea of control. Margaret Atwood cleverly utilizes fear, sexuality and 
thought to clearly present to the reader a warning that past mistakes of society can be 
repeated.  
	



	
“It’s happened before, there's nothing to say it won't happen again.” Author, Margaret 
Atwood’s, intention of presenting a totalitarian state is achieved through clear and 
sometimes subtle referencing to sophisticated academic terminology. Throughout Atwood’s 
presentation of the ‘Handmaid's Tale’ what matters most is what goes on beneath the 
surface. Language features are utilised consistently in the text to portray the author’s 
intention of highlighting the need to hold control over oneself. It also provides a reflection of 
our society today to the dystopian world. Allusions, symbolism and irony are the features 
which she uses to allow the reader to understand this intention whilst remaining beneath the 
surface.  
 
	


